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Vermont Hosts NASJE Annual Conference
B

right sunshine, warm tempera
tures, colorful foliage, and
sparkling Lake Champlain wel
comed NASlE members to the annual
conference in Burlington, Vermont.
Those coming early seized the
opportunity to explore this quaint
old college town, to eat and shop
their way through the Church Street
Fall Festival, and to take the Ethan
Allen narrated history boat tour
before the reception, which officially
began the conference on Sunday
evening. Over 75 members gathered
to share information, explore new
ideas, and strengthen the network
ing relationships so valuable to
judicial educators. Hosted by the
Northeast Region, with conference
management by the very capable Ed
Borrelli, the conference provided a
blend of educational programming,
problem-solving discussions, and
social interaction.
Personality Diversity and the
Judicial Educator: "I'm an INFJ:'
exclaimed Elsie Educator. "What
are you?" "Oh," responded Edwin
Eager, "I'm an ESTP." Others may
have responded ISFP, ESF], or INTP.
These are a few of the 16 types of
preference indictors that may be
reported by the Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator (MBTI) according to Judge
John W. Kennedy, of the San Bernar
dino County, California, Superior
Court, in his presentation on the
implications of the MBTI for judicial
educators.
Twenty-six educators took the
opportunity to complete the MBTI
questionnaire and return it to Judge
Kennedy for scoring before the
annual conference. The question
naire yields four preference scales

regarding individual personality
types:
•

•

•

•

Source of energy: An Extrovert
(E) gains energy in life from
others; an Introvert (I) gains
energy from the inner self.
Cognitive process: A Sensing (S)
person gathers information
through the senses; an Intuitive
(N) person gathers information
from the meaning of things.
Decision-making basis: Thinking
(T) people make decisions
based on an objective set of
standards; a Feeling (F) person
makes decisions based more on
human values.
Organization of external world: A
Judging 0) person is decisive,
planned, and orderly; a Percep
tive (P) person is flexible,
adaptable, and spontaneous.

Judge Kennedy described each of
the four categories and explained
how different personality types

function as
planners and
as students. For
example, he noted
that as planners,
Extroverts prefer
group activities and
are comfortable wi th
brainstorming. They
tend to think off the tops of their
heads, throwing ou t many ideas
with little investment in any of them.
On the other hand, Introverts prefer
to synthesize their thoughts and
present careful, studied ideas. They
prefer to lecture and tend not to
allow class time for discussion and
participation. As students, Extro
verts enjoy opportunities to partici
pate in group activities. In contrast,
Introverts prefer listening and
individual assigrunents, such as
reading and wri ting.
Judge Kennedy continued this
pattern with the remaining three
categories composing the personal
continued on page 8

Unseasonable weather greeted conference goers. This is a view from Lake Champlain.
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ABA Adopts New Model Code
of Judicial Conduct
A

.'0' .

' n behalf of NASjE, I want
,
.. to thank Northeast
Director Ed BorreIli, of New
York, his staff, and other
judiCial educators in the North. east Region for planning and
coordinating an excellent
annual conference in Burling
ton, Vermont, October 7-10. We
I'egistered 105 judicial educa·
tors-the largest number ever
to attend a NASjE conference. I
think the impressive turnout
speaks well of the superb
program and the growing
interest in the field of judicial
education. During the last
decade, our membership has
more than doubled from 57 to
121. We welcomed 19 new
members this year.
I also want to express my
.
.
appreciation to Rita Stratton for.
tpe tremendous job she has
done as president ofNASjE for
the last two years. During her
term, a judicial education
. .
technical assistance consortium
was born, a wealth (jf judicial,
education materials and cur-,
ricula were developed, and .••.
.
NASlE News continued its vital. ,
role Of disseminating innov,\tive
: "
ideas and information about the> '"
profession. Rita also spear�"
headed the drive to develop,
standards for judicial educa!iqn '
'and revise the NASjE brochilfi!:";:
Both projects are expect!!d
completed soon.
,"5/;'�;rt
,

t9��;;'
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fter three-and-a-half hours of
debate, the American Bar
Association at its annual meeting in
Chicago in August adopted a new
Code of Judicial Conduct, including
six "clarifying" amendments.
According to committee members,
the new code is a "great improve
ment for judges" because it clarifies
many areas left open previously,
which put judges at risk. Now
judges will be given much more
guidance regarding how to conduct
their personal and professional
lives. The code also reflects evolv
ing standards for judges. In addi
tion to holding judges responsible
for dealing with court delay, it
strengthens language prohibiting
the expression of gender and ethnic
bias and imposes more-realistic
limitations on political activities.
Many judges will find the new
model code provides much more
realistic guidance, while recogniz
ing the more active role that judges
are asked to play in the 1990s. With
regard to ex parte communications,
for example, the new code specifi
cally adds qualified exceptions for
handling administrative matters,
consulting with law clerks, and
participating in mediation and
settlement conferences. The code
and commentary now explicitly
provide that a judge should "moni
tor and supervise cases" to reduce
"avoidable delays and unnecessary
costs." (Section 3B(8) and Commen
tary.)
Gender-based language is
eliminated from the code. The code
also incorporates the principle
(Section 2C) first adopted in 1984
that "a judge shall not hold mem
bership in any organization that
practices invidious discrimination
on the basis of race, sex, religion or
national origin." The commentary
also clarifies that it would be a
violation of the canons to arrange a
meeting at, or regularly use, such a
club. In response to the controversy
engendered by this section, the
commentary now, in effect, pro
vides a one-year "grace period" in
which a judge may "make immedi2

ate efforts to have the organization
discontinue its invidiously discrimi
natory practices" in lieu of resigning
from the club.
In a related provision, the com
mentary to Canon 3B(3) prohibits
the manifestation of bias by facial
expression or body language. In
addition to oral communication,
Canon 3C(1) extends the prohibition
to court administration, and Canon
3C(2) requires judges to require their
staffs and "others subject to the
judge's direction and control" to
refrain from manifesting bias or
prejudice in the performance of their
official duties. The commentary to
Canon 4A clarifies that conduct off
the bench, including jokes or
disparaging remarks, can also
violate the code.
A substantially revised Canon 5
regulates the political conduct of
judges and candidates for appoint
ive or elective judicial office. While
continuing to restrict substantially
judges' participation in partisan
political activities or the campaigns
of other office seekers, the code now
provides that judges may publicly
correct "false information concern
ing another judicial candidate" and
may privately express views on
other candidates for office. (Canon
5A(1) Commentary.) Rather than
prohibiting judges who are seeking
election or appointment from
announcing their "views on dis
puted legal or political issues," the
code now more reasonably prohibits
making "statements that commit or
appear to commit the candidate
with respect to cases, controversies
or issues that are likely to come
before the court," while allowing
"pledges or promises respecting
improvements in court administra
tion." (Canon 5A(3)(d) and Com
mentary.) The new code also allows
candidates to "respond to personal
attacks or attacks on the candidate's
record." (Canon 5A(3)(e).) Special
provisions governing candidates for
election to judicial office allow
contributions to political organiza
tions and attendance at political
conHnued on page 10
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The Curse of the Missing Van
Scene I

ACT ONE
The scene is a hallway outside a hotel meeting room. A judicial education program is in
progress. The state judicial educator is standing in the hallway, speaking with a
judge. As the curtain rises, the state chief justice is churning down the hall from the
direction of the front desk. Her presentation is over, and, presumably, she had left for the
airport. The look on her face could freeze-dry a jalapeno pepper.
Educator: (Knowing that the chief justice was returning to work on the education budge!.)
Is something wrong? I thought you'd be on your way by now.
Chief Justice: You bet there is! I have a plane to catch in one hour and the front desk tells
me the driver just took the van to the shop. How am I going to catch my plane?

Scene II

The scene is at the hotel front desk about five minutes after the conversation with the
chief justice. With contract in hand, the educator is discussing a solution with the hotel
general manager and front desk manager.
Educator: (Relieved.) So, it's my understanding that since our contract requires the hotel
to provide "on call" transportation to the airport for my VIPs, the hotel will pick up the cab
fare while your van is in the shOp.
General Manager: That's correc!. Ah, here comes the cab for the chief justice now. I'll go
out and give the driver a voucher.
Educator: (To chief justice as she boards cab). You'll get to the airport in plenty of time.
Hope you have a nice flight!
Chief Justice: I will. By the way, I was impressed by the way you handled this affair. Good
thing you had a well-prepared contract. See you next week.

(Fade to Continued Employment)

T

his one-act play ended happily
because the judicial educator
had a thorough contract that had
been reviewed with management
during the preconference meeting.
The problem was solved by involv
ing top management so that an
immediate fix could be achieved.
The outcome of this story could
have just as easily been "fade to
unemploymen!." Failure to protect
your program with an adequate
contract could have disastrous
consequences.
To be a successful meeting
planner, knowledge of user group
profiles, hotel operations, and
negotiability of items is critical. All
is for naught, however, if you don't
"close the deal" with a binding
contract!
For various reasons, hotels desire
to contract separately for sleeping
rooms and catering. Several months
might pass between agreeing on

room rates and food prices. Neither
of the two might address default,
termination, or other "protective"
items. While there are many good
hotel contracts (from the hotel's
perspective), no substitute exists for
designing and using your own.
Only then can you control, abso
lutely, the contract's contents (and
your continued employment).
Since laws and hotel markets
vary, there is no better choice than to
obtain legal counsel knowledgeable in
the meeting/hotel industry in your
state.
Although regional differences in
law and the hotel industry occur,
there are several "must" items for
any meeting contract. These are as
follows:

1.
2.

Approximate number of
attendees, both administrative
and participants.
Dates of function.

3

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

Number of sleeping rooms
(singles, doubles, suites,
rates, reservation cutofO.
Sleeping-room guarantee
policy and cancellation poli
cies.
Specific meeting space, set
up times, audiovisual and
special needs.
Catering needs: menus,
prices, times, guarantee,
change in guarantee, service
persons, percent over
guarantee preparation.
Style of service, coffee
service (breaks), where meals
will be held in hotel.
Preconference acceptance and
storage of seminar materials.
Parking charges or their
waiver.
Airport ground transporta
tion.
Tax status.

continued on page 4
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11. Direct billing instructions.
12. Default (yours and the
hotel's).

13. Termination (your decision
to).

14. Required clauses like AA/
EEO, minority business,

officials not to benefit, etc.
15. Funding out clause-should
your program not be
funded.
16. Exclusiveness of this written
agreement and the handling
of amendments and excep
tions.

A well-written contract is impor
tant. It is, however, only part of the
picture. In the above scenario, the
meeting planner came out ahead
because he had covered all aspects
of the contract with the hotel's
management before the need to
enforce the airport transportation
clause. Had he not done so, valu
able time would have been wasted
arguing the point rather than
finding an alternative. Both the
design of the contract and the
review just before the meeting must
receive equal weight. Even if hotel
staffing doesn't change between
entering into the contract and your
function, it would be folly to believe
management would remember the
terms of your agreement among
many. A preconference meeting
with management will ensure
mutual understanding about
expectations regardless of staff
changes.
In summary, a well-written
contract is an absolute when plan
ning meetings at hotels. It should be
designed by an attorney knowledge
able about your state's laws and
hotels and the conference industry.
The contract should be enforceable
but written clearly enough to be
understood, thus preventing the
need for enforcement.
Armed with a valid, well-under
stood contract, no one will ever
write plays about the work you used
to do. Fade to successful
meetings! •

- Scott C. Smith

The Foolproof Committee Meeting

T

he meeting started promptly, 30
minutes after its 10:00 a.m.
scheduled time. The judge-chair
wanted to start by going around the
room for introductions from the
eight members beginning with Judge
X to his right. He also asked each
member to give his or her ideas
about what should be on this year's
program. Judge X told the commit
tee about his vast experience as a
lawyer and a judge. He couldn't
resist discussing his first jury trial
and several upsetting events in
chambers. By 12:30 p.m., the mem
bers had exhausted themselves, and
the staff, with painful introductions
and conflicting ideas for the annual
conference. Now it was time for
lunch!
Reconvening at 2:00 p.m., the
chair asked staff for'their ideas. At
3:00 p.m., two members grabbed
their papers and rushed off to the
hotel shuttle for their flights home.
With six hardy souls remaining, the
meeting continued until 4:30 p.m.,
when the chair asked staff when the
next meeting could be scheduled.
Staff responded that only one
meeting had been budgeted, and off
went the committee members, back
to their respective courts. The staff's
task was to draft a proposed pro
gram based on miscellaneous
suggestions without any committee
consensus.
Don't let this scenario strangle
your planning process. The follow
ing agenda, if followed closely, will
allow you to plan a thr�ay
program within three to five hours.
Here's how it works-and here's the
suggested text for the agenda mailed
to committee members before the
meeting. The agenda can be adapted
to a single-subject seminar by having
the committee focus on the subtopics
within the larger program topic.
Other Committee Meeting Tips
Select a firm but participatory
leader as chair and discuss his/her
role. The committee chair should be
able to obtain the other members'
input while moving the meeting
along through all agenda items. If
the chair is too firm, he or she may
plan a personal program that other
members will not endorse. If the
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chair is too weak, the planning tasks
may not get completed. As program
staff, you may need to step in
periodically to fill any leadership
gap.
Follow the procedure in the
agenda. Committee members will
be tempted to plug in speakers or
decide timing issues before they
have even selected the program
topics. This can lead to a great
waste of time and a very lengthy
meeting. This agenda has been used
successfully for more than 12 years,
and it works well if the tasks are
performed in order.
Facilitate the meeting by taking
notes for the committee. As topics
are suggested, the judicial educator
should list them on a flip chart and
post the pages on the meeting room
walls. This will permit the commit
tee to see the suggested topics and
to combine related ideas and decide
topic priorities. When it comes time
to assign topiCS to times within the
schedule, post the daily times for the
program and fill them in as the
committee reaches agreement. This
keeps the committee focused on
completing the schedule.
List as many potential speakers
Get as many sugges
tions from the committee members
as possible for each topic. Some
speakers will inevitably be unavail
able. The list can be narrowed by
the chair and program staff at a later
date, if necessary.

as possib Ie.

After the meeting, prepare a
program summary and list of
members' responsibilities with
deadlines. The planning meeting
will leave you with jumbled notes
and many unwritten thoughts
regarding the program. Within one
week, they should be memorialized
as a proposed program containing
the program schedule, with topics,
topic descriptions, and potential
speakers. The summary should
include deadlines to facilitate staff
follow-up. You should attach to the
program a list of tasks that commit
tee members have agreed to per
form, such as moderate a panel,
recruit speakers, or write materials. •
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NASJE/NCSC

Technical
Assistance Project

N

ineteen states spanning the U.S.
from the Florida panhandle to
Washington State have either used,
or will use within the next year,
curriculum guides developed by the
NAS}E/NCSC Technical Assistance
Project funded by the State Justice
Institute. Participants at the Annual
Conference of State Judicial Educa
tors in Vermont, October 7-10,1990,
verified this widespread application
of the guides.
Jury management/impanelment
and court security teaching guides
were developed by Tom
Munsterman, of NCSC, and the
Honorable Fred Geiger, of Chicago.
These guides were then supple
mented by trainers' notes and
audiovisual support materials so
that any judicial educator could
present the curriculum to an in-state
judicial audience. Dr. Carol
Weaver, former S}EO from Wash
ington and currently on the faculty
of Seattle University, crafted a
judicial educator's implementation
guide to ensure an even greater
ability to transfer the information
and skills to any state judicial
education operation.
Current and former NAS}E
members composed the manage
ment team for this project. They
included Dee Lawton, of Florida;
Larry Stone, of Ohio; Carrol
Edmondson, of North Dakota;
Nancy Scheffel, of Arizona; Ellen
Marshall, of Maryland; Jeff Kuhn, of
the National Council of Juvenile
and Family Court Judges; Lans
Leavitt, of the National Judicial
College; and Doug Lansford, of the
American Academy of Judicial
Education.
Staff support was provided by
Brenda Wagenknecht-Ivey, for
merly of the Institute for Court
Management (ICM), and Toni
Bonacci, currently with ICM.
"This is exemplary proof that
excellent judicial education prod
ucts can be produced through the
cooperation and hard work of
S}EOs, national providers, and the
National Center for State Courts,"
observed management team chair
Ellen Marshall. •

Membership Information
To receive NASJE membership information, write
Diana Clemons, Chair, NASJE Membership Com
mittee"Education Services, Administrative Office
of the Courts, 100 Millcreek Park, Frankfort, KY
40601-9230; or call Diana at (502) 564-2350.

Conference Host, Ed Borrelli, met with the NASJE News editorial committee during the
Burlington con./euna. Left to right, Scott Smith, Michael Runner, Jim Toner, Ed, Kay
Boothman, Bill Fishback, Tim Drennan, and Betty Ann Johnson.
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Editor's Column
Welcome to the new look for the Continu
ing Professional Education Advisory Bulletin.
A service of the

J

UDICIAL

E DUCATION
ADULT
EDUCATION
PROJECT
Sponsored by
The National
Association of
State Judicial
Educators
and
The University
of Georgia

Diane E. Tallman
Project Manager, JEAEP
Department of Human
Resource Development
Georgia Center for
Continuing Education

This "new and improved" masthead also
features our project's new name -- the Judi
cial Education/Adult Education Project -
or,JEAEP. This new name embodies the es
sence of this project, which is to make infor
mation and resources from the field of adult
education available and accessible to judi
cial educators. The JEAEP Project was cre
ated to serve you, the continuing judicial
educator.
In this issue of the Advisory Bulletin, we
have reprinted an article that helps in exam
ining why certain programs "fail" and offers
a method for performing a "post-mortem"
on a failed program. Also included is an
article detailing an environmental scanning
program, which could be applied in many
judicial organizations. Additionally, both
the book review and the excerpt on teaching
methods feature the concept of cri tical think
ing, which many have found to be very ap
propriate and exciting in creating profes
sional development programs.
As always, pleasecontact meif you would
like this newsletter insert to address a par
ticular topic of concern in the field of adult
education. 1'd love to hear from you!

Diane E. Tallman
Editor

The University of Georgia

Athens,GA 30602
404-542-2275

Richard D. Reaves
Project Advisor, JEAEP
Executive Director
Institute of Continuing
Judicial Education
School of Law
The University ofGeorgia
Athens,GA 30602

404-542-7491

Why Programs Fail

Excerpts from "The Postmortem Audit: Improv
ing Programs by Examining 'Failures,'" lty
Thomas J. Sork, This article originally appeared
in Lifelong Learning, November 1981, pp. 6-7.
Reprinted with permission.
Improvementin the quality of educa tional
programs for adults is largely dependent on
the willingness of adult educators to ana
lyze carefully both their programming suc
cesses and failures. The literature of adult
education seems replete with case studies of
successful programs, but reports of program
ming failures are quite uncommon. In his
article, Dr. Sork discusses a method for

educators to use as they analyze both their
successful and failed programming ventures.
He proposes that although there are three
distinct types of program failures, they all
have one thing in common: organizational
resources of one type or another was ex
pended but the planned outcome was not
realized. In thisarticJe,each type of program
failure will be discussed and the postmortem
audit method presented.
1YPes of Program Failures
Type I failures address the programs that
are partially completed, but are terminated
before implementation. A key question to
consider when deciding whether a program
is a Type I failure is whether one of the first
steps in planning the program involved a
conscious decision to proceed or not to pro
ceed. If the decision not to proceed is made
after careful consideration of the nature of
the proposed program,the clients to be served,
and the resources reqUired, then termina
tion of planning should not be considered a
failure. Clearly a certain amount of pro
grammer/instructor or programmer/client
interaction would be required before ade
quate information was available to make
this decision.
On the other hand, if substantial resources
were expended under the assumption that
the program would be offered, then term./
nation of programming may well be consid
ered a failure. Taking this view requires de
veloping a set of criteria to judge the
appropriateness of program ideas and ap
plying those criteria at the earliest possible
stage of planning.
Another complication of 1YPe I failures
results when the decision is made to termi
nate planning, but it is later discovered that
the program would have indeed been ap
propriate and feasible for the institution to
offer.
Type II failures occur when planning for
the program is completed anc\ the offering
publicized, butit does not attract a sufficient
number of participants. Viewing this type of
event as a program failure may displease
some adults educators because their institu
tions advertise a wide range of offerings
knowing full well that 20 - 50 percent will be
cancelled because of low registration. They
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might argue that this practice is a rela
tively inexpensive way to conduct an
interest assesm
s ent. And they are proba
bly correct if the institution subscribes
to the "cafeteria approach" of provid
ing adult/continuing education. A fun
damental problem with this orienta
tion, however, is that it ignores both
the investment required to produce
the alternatives and the costs associ
ated with cancelling advertised pro
grams. T he psychic impactthat cancel
lations have on both the people who
plan and teach such programs and the
participants is often an underestimated
end result of Type II program failures.
Clearly, when adults decide to partici
pate in a program, whether as an in
structor or participant, they must dis
rupt their lives to make room for the
activity. This disruption must be planned
for in advance of actual participation,
so when a program is cancelled adults'
lives are disrupted twice with no pay
off whatsoever. Careful analYSis of the
consequences of Type II failures should
specify all the costs associated with
cancellations, not just those that can be
expressed in dollars.

ruptions are few.
The main difficulty with programs
in this category is deciding at what
point programs move from "bad" to
"failure" status. The key to identifying
Type III failures is the phrase ".... that
no consideration is given to offering
the program again...
"

Postmortem Audit
A postmortem audit involves the
systematic examination of the program
to determine the cause of death. The
following questions are designed to
guide an educator in assessing the
reasons and ramifications for the fail
ure of a program:

1) What is the dollar value of person
nel time devoted to this activity?

2) About how much money (other than
for personnel) was expended on
this activity?

3) What event(s) initiated our involve
ment with this activity?

4) Why was this activity judged to be
related to our goals?

5) What event or evidence led to this
activity being judged a failure?

6) What are the consequences asso
ciated with this failure?

A postmortem au

dit involves the
systematic exami
nation of the pro
gram to determine
the cause of death.
Type III failures occur when pro

7) What could have been done to avoid
this failure?

8) What should be done to avoid
future failures like this?
In conclusion, it is important to re
member that conducting a postmortem
audit is for the purpose of discerning
what needs to be corrected, not as a
means to fix blame for failure. By care
fully monitoring program failures, the
incidents of program failure should
decrease as one becomes more knowl
edgeable about the effects of their pro

gram planning is completed , offering
publicized, and enough people enrolled

gramming decisions.

ever, it does not provide what the

Resources

so the program is conducted. How
participants had expected so they ei
ther fail to complete the program or
they react so negatively to it that no

consideration is given to offering the
program again in its original form. This
type of failure seems especially prob
lematic for organizations which spe
cialize in short-term, intensive programs
where opportunities for making ad
justments without major program dis-

Mezirow, J. and Associates (1990). Fostering

Critical Reflection in Adulthood. San Fran
cisco, CA: Jossey-Bass.

The changing social norms of our mod
ern society reinforce the need we have to
critically examine the assumptions by which
we live. Many adults have not learned how
to become critically reflective or make re
flective judgments. Critical self-reflection

allows us to change the way we make sense
of our world, which culminates in Ntrans
formative learning." Fostering Critical Re
flection in Adulthood provides methods and
approaches from the successful experiences
of eighteen adult learning experts for fosw
tering transformative learning in formal
and informal contexts. These approaches
can be used by the judicial educator in his
or her own professional development or
used as teaching methods with particular
judicial groups.
In Part One, program approaches for
identifying and changing frames of refer
ence are described. These approaches can
be used in any context by any professional.
One such approach is described by Ken
nedy in his chapter "Integrating Personal
and Social Ideologies." Through encultu
ration, he argues, we develop a self�iden
tity which is a reflection of society. How
ever, individuals possess certain character
istics which do not fit the prevailing social
perspectives. Therefore, constant conflict
and negotiation exists between theindivid
ual and society. By using critical reflection
and analYSiS, we can conduct searches
through our personal histories to uncover
ideologies. Educators can then devise strate
gies for responding to these ideolOgies.

In his chapter, Kennedy proposes tWD
exercises to accomplish this ideological prob
ing. One introduces the learner to the criti
cal reflection and analysis of their ideolo--_
gies based on their experiences. Secondly,
personal breakthrough experiences relat
ing to sexism, racism and classism are ana
lyzed. These exercises prove practical in
both a workshop and classroom context.
Many learners have experienced greater
sensitivity through these techniques.
In Part Two, Brookfield's chapter, "Us
ing Critical Incidents tD Explore Learners'
Assumptions,lf introduces critical incidents
as a means of delving into the learner's
world of assumptions. Critical incidents
are brief descriptions from a learner's biog
raphy of important events in their life.
Brookfield provides three e xamples of hDW
critical incidents derived from biDgraphies
can be used in workshops.
This approach to critical reflectiDn can
cause resistance from learners due to the
mental challenge of uncovering our deeply
ingrained assumptions. It is also poten
tially threatening for learners toad mit that
their lives may have been based .on faulty
assumptions. The strengths of this approach
are its personal nature and that it is grounded
in the context of the decisions and dilem
mas we face on a daily basis.
In transformative learning, the educator
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becomes a co�learner during the process of
helping the learner explore his or her way
of interpretation. Editor Jack Mezirow
stresses that the central responsibility of
every adult educator is to foster critical
reflection and transfonnative learning. This
is a real opportunity in judicial education
where issues such as race and gender
awareness or bias, ethics, and fairness are
current topics of educational programs.
Educators can assist learners in taking the
action found necessary from these new
perspectives. This book presents practical
approaches for helping adults to become
critically aware of their own perspectives.
Camille A. Carr, M.s. Ed., is a doctoral stu
dent in Adult Education,

The

University of

Georgia.

Critical Reflection: Three
Techniques

Excerpts from "Facilitating for the Adult
Learner: Principles and Methods of Con
tinuing Education," by Dr. Joan E. Domi
nick. This chapter is in the process of being
reviewed and edited by NASJE reviewers
and JEAEP Project staff to be included in
the revised Conference Planning Manual.
The Manual is tentatively planned for dis
tribution in 1992.
The learning process of adults is fa
cilitated by three key elements of adult
education principles (Marsick, 1990).
These interrelated processes are: (1)
action learning (2) reflective learning,
and (3) theory building. In her article,
Dr. Dominick discusses the facilita
tor's role in these processes and how
he or she can create the most beneficial
learning environment for adults.

problem solving techniques as a way
of stimulating adult learning. When
adults are asked to take action -- such
as working in groups, using their pro
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facilitator must join in on the group
process, but the facilitator remains in
constant contact with the action pro
cess occurring during the class. At all
times, the learning environment must
be viewed as a group process incorpo
rating all members of the learning situ
ation. Action learning is designed to
encourage one to view a variety of
perspectives when learning.

decisions concerning the definitions of
their professional self and their profes
sion. That is, the learner must take an
active role in creating theory rather
than prescriptively ingesting the theo
ries of others in their profession. This
process goes beyond reflective learn
ing because it encourages the framing
of the new views of theory which re
sult from the reflective learning pro

The process of reflective learning
involves creating a learning environ
ment in which the participant has the
opportunity to re-examine their

cess. A facilitator can encourage the
ory building among participants by
using infonnation provided by the pro
fessional's experiences to answer ques

thoughts, from simple skills issues to
critical value issues. Because adults
are in settings that are constantly in
transition, they welcome a learning
environment which safely allows one
to reflect on those changes and re
evaluate how they feel about such
changes. Directing participants to re
flect on processes and value systems
takes considerable preparation on the
part of the facilitator. Providing a frame

tions. This provides an environment
which is quite exciting for the adult
learner.
These processes -- action learning,
reflective learning, and theory build
ing -- combine for optimal learning
when adults actively explore a real life
problem and begin to reflect on their
own practice, which has often been
taken for granted. Through this reflec
tion,adults learn to trusttheir instincts
and incorporate them into their every

work which fosters critical reflection
can help the adult learner to adapt to
change in his or her environment. The

day practice. Ultimately, adults de
velop the capacity fo critical self-re

facilitator creates a reflective learning

flection of their personal and profes

environment by raising such questions
as "Why are things this way?"

sional selves.

Reflective learning
involves creating
an environment in
which participants
have the opportu
nity to re-examine
\.. their thoughts.

Action learning is a participative and
proactive approach that uses team

•

Additionally, the facilitator can have
the group identify issues which are in
need of examination within their pro
fessions. Professionals are the barome
ters of their professional fields; they

fessional experiences, and helping to

are the first to know about change but

solve a problem considered relevant

often are not given an environment
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Environmental Scanning:
Looking To The Future

This article describes a type of forecasting
and scanning system. 11 ha.� been sug
gested that this system, called environ
mental scanning, could be used in judicial
organizations of all sizes. This article pro
vides information on the system at the
Georgia Center for Continuing Education;
a system that could easily be modified to
suit the needs of particular judicial organi
zations. -Ed.

-- an exciting learning dynamic is ini

which

tiated which is powerful for both the

Providing such an environment is ethi

learner and facilitator. The facilitator

cally necessary for the healthy growth

is just as much a part of the action

of professionals and their professions.

Discussions of current strategic plan

learning process as the participant. This

Finally, theory building is the pro

does not necessarily mean that the

cess of encouraging learners to make

ning models invariably include a con
sideration of the planning component

encourages

such

reflection.
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known as "environmental scanning."
is a widely accepted technique for
monitoring the pulse of change in the
external environment, whether it be in

It

political, economic, technolOgical, or
social arenas or of national or interna
tional import. Optimum assistance for
strategic planning occurs when envi
ronmental scanning lessens the ran
domness of information used in deci
sion-making and alerts managers to
trends and issues that may affect the
organization. The goal is not to be
surprised, and, wherever possible, to
manage the issues that will shape the
organization's future. Establishing an
environmental Scanning system can
assist educators in determining the
learning needs of their client group.

Environmental scan
ning is a widely ac
cepted technique for
monitoring the pulse
of change in the ex
ternal environment.
Establishing an Environmental
Scanning System
Many variations of environmental
scanning are found in government,
business, education, and the non-profit
sector. At the high end (significant
resources are involved) would be the
insurance industry's Trend Analysis
Program (TAP) or the United Way en
vironmental scanning effort. And at
the low end, picture several colleagues
using electronic mail to identify and

organization

4) People to analyze and prioritize
5) People to take action on items of
strategic significance

6) A specified person to coordinate

the system
Some of the differences in scanning

systems have to do with how many
people are involved; how open the
system is to participation by a wide

data and take strategic action; how
widely scanning information and re
sults are disseminated; how scanning
assignments are tracked and brought
to conclusion; and the amount of re

Second, it is the commitment of the
organizations' leader that has every

An Example
As an example of how the many
variables of environmental scanning
can be brought together in a system,
consider the scanning model devel
oped by the Georgia Center for Con
tinuing Education. Since 1985, some
sixty representatives of management
and staff have actively scanned vari
ous sources of current information,
looking for threats to and opportuni
ties for continuing higher education
and residential conferencing. Manag
ers, through the department head level,
are required to participate; all other
scanners are volunteers.
Scanners submit abstracts of articles,
including the implications for the
Georgia Center, to the scanning coor
dinator in the director's office. In May
and November, when it is time to
analyze and prioritize findings for stra

mental scanning system will look and

tegic planning and action, the sixty
scanners function in two committees.

their profession.

Those in

management comprise the

All formal environmental scanning

Strategic Planning Executive Commit

systems have certain things in com

tee (SPEC). All other scanners form the

mon. After that, they may exhibit some

Environmental Scanning Evaluation

real differences. The generic compo

Committee (ESEC). Using a "Strategic

nents are as follows:

Planning Worksheet" developed by the
scanning coordinator, individual scan

zines, newsletters, newspapers, etc.)

3)

and budget are nice but not necessary.

sources earmarked for the effort.

monitor external changes which may

2) People to scan and prepare written

they are immediately assigned to
someone. To wrap up each round of
scanning, all decisions are put in writ
ing and distributed to both commit
tees; and a newsletter, Lookouts, is
prepared by the scanning coordinator
and distributed to the entire Georgia
Center staff.
In conclusion, two points need to be
stressed. First, modern models of stra
tegic planning require some form of
environmental scanning. A large staff

range of employees; whether the same
or different people perform functions
2-5 specified above; whether partici
pation is voluntary or mandatory; how
often people meet to process scanning

present opportunities or threats for

1) Resources to scan (journals, maga

cating to SPEC their concerns regard
ing the top issues; this may include
specific recommendations. In the SPEC
meeting, top concerns of both commit
tees are analyzed for strategic impor
tance. As action steps are specified

thing to say about how any environ
operate. Scanning efforts that are
strongly supported at the top will sur.
vive and thrive.

For a copy of an article that describes in
detail the Georgia Center's environmental
scanning program, contact Donna
McGinty, Scanning Coordinator, Direc
tor's Office, The University of Georgia
Center for Continuing Education, Athens,
GA30602.
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ners vote on the issues to establish
what will be thoroughly discussed

abstracts

during the committee meetings. ESEC

People to draw implications for the

meets first with the goal of communi-
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Judicial Educators: Three Different Worlds
H

ave you ever thought it strange
the way some of your col
leagues define their job as a judicial
education officer?
At a recent meeting of a NASjE
committee, I watched one respected,
professional colleague say he would
be "embarrassed" to spend his time
doing what another respected,
professional colleague thought was
an integral part of his job. Later,
another member of the committee
expressed puzzlement that anyone
would devote time to "theoretical"
matters, which a fourth member of
the committee found entirely
practical.
As I reflected on the exchange, it
occurred to me that judicial educa
tors do indeed come from "different
worlds" in terms of their back
ground and experience. (Under
standably. Let's face it; none of us
set out to be judicial educators when
we grew up.) Almost uncon
sciously, it seems to me, we tend to
dismiss at least one of the following
three activities (the one we know the
least) as trivial or certainly as "not
my job."

"Maggie/Max Meeting Planner":

Subscribes to Successful Meetings,
Meeting News, M & C, hotel/restau
rant trade journals. Belongs to
Society of Government Meeting
Planners. Up on all the latest
audio/ video technology. Can out
negotiate any banquet manager, rig
a perfect sound system, repair any
projector, and reset a room in four
minutes flat. Doesn't understand
why judicial educators would waste
their time with educational or
(heaven forbid) legal "theory."

"Edwin/Edith Educator": Reads
Ron Cervero and Chuck Claxton.
Speaks "CPE" and has an open
account with Jossey-Bass publishers.
Can match audio/video technology
with Maggie and Max; in fact,
believes the medium is the message.
Doesn't care who picks the topic if
they can pick the process. Can
design an interactive educational
experience for 350, have judges

a:::�>p

llan,
develop a five-year
or teach a law professor to
behavioral objectives in 40 minutes
flat. Doesn't understand why
judicial educators would waste their
time with talking to banquet manag
ers or doing legal research.

collective diversity-oo long as we
recognize and value it.•

-A State Judicial Educator

"Letitia/Louis Lawyer" or "Curt/
Carol Court Administrator": A

judicial educator who is also a
content specialist; subscribes to
Judges' Journal, Judicature, and
(depending on background) Journal

of Legal Education, Justice System
Journal, or Harvard Law Review.

Can't fix AV equipment or speak
CPE, but can negotiate with banquet
managers if required. Can discuss
and evaluate proposed course or
conference topics with judges or
court administrators (though maybe
not both), define roles for a faculty
panel, or become an expert on
"judicial discretion" in four days
flat. Doesn't understand why
judicial educators would waste their
time with logistics or figuring out
how to include small-group discus
sions.
Interestingly enough, as I look at
NASjE members I see that all three
areas, exaggerated in my fictional
characters, can be developed to a
professional level of expertise; that
logistics, process, and content are all
necessary components of a success
ful judicial educational program;
and that as individuals and as teams
we can benefit most from our
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Vennont, continued from page 1

ity type indicators. He reiterated
that the MBTI measures preferences,
meaning tendencies and characteris
tics, not competency, 10, emotions,
normality, maturity, intelligence, or
psychiatric disturbances, nor does
the scoring always reflect a person's
true desires. He urged those who
completed the survey to evaluate
the accuracy of their preferences as
detennined by the indicator. He
noted that everyone has characteris
tics of all types and that all person
ality types are needed to achieve
balance and diversity in program
planning.

Meeting Planning: Scott Smith,
Texas, and Stephanie Gorman, New
York, employed a group problem
solving method to discuss a range of
topics, including contract defaults,
the use of judge committees for
planning programs, marketing,
shortCuts to meeting planning, long
range planning, food selection and
costs, scheduling, staff roles with
committees, audience attitude, and
speaker motivation. Participants
brainstonned on several of the
topics and offered advice for solving
the situations.
On a more general note, Gorman
urged the participants to build a
good rapport with hotel employees
and to use local convention and
visitors bureaus. Smith advised
becoming knowledgeable about the
hotel industry.
Computer Literacy Programs:
Armed with the knowledge that
almost half of the 140 judges attend
ing a National Judicial College
program last summer chose Com
puter Literacy as an elective course,
Edward P. Hill, judicial attorney at
the California Center for Judicial
Education and Research, designed
and implemented a two-hour
computer literacy program for
California judges. Hill said the first
step was to identify practical
applications of the computer to
traditional judicial tasks, such as
docketing, writing/retrieving of
case histories, writing of orders, jury
instructions, calendar management,
and legal research.

A variety of word-processing
programs are available and may be
adapted to contain "boilerplate"
material, or customized, specific
documents, such as jury instruc
tions. Another program allows
input of trial notes (traditionally
handwritten) that can be viewed
later along with testimony, evi
dence, and decisions using a split
screen monitor.
According to Hill, some judges
remain concerned about the secu
rity of confidential computer
generated information. To allay
fears and create an atmosphere for
learning, Hill set four functional
objectives for judicial computer
training at an introductory level:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Save time
Arouse interest in computers
Relieve stress and burnout
Eliminate errors

Lastly, Hill stressed, "Keep it
simple!" Don't overwhelm your
audience with "high-tech" jargon,
but rather show how traditional
tasks can be done more efficiently
by using a computer.

Fairness Education: Welcomed
by the strains of Helen Reddy's "I
am Woman," NASjE conference
participants heard Ellen Marshall,
Maryland, point out that one of the
most important challenges and
duties of judicial educators was
"fairness education" and define the
judicial educator's responsibility in
this area.
Judge Judith Billings from the
Utah Court of Appeals, identifying
herself as the "cheerleader" for
gender fairness in the courts,
reported that 33 states are currently
at various stages of exploring,
formulating, or implementing
fairness education programming.
While it is not the only answer,
judicial education training consti
tutes a major response to fairness
issue demands. Judge Billings
reminded educators that when
someone is unfair, it does not
always mean bad intent; it may
instead be a lack of awareness,
knowledge, or sensitivity.
8

"There is a growing emphasis on
the positive approach," reported
Judge Billings, "in which the pre
ferred term 'gender fairness' is
replacing the appellation 'gender
bias.'" She pointed out that even
where there is not an actual prob
lem, the perception of a problem is
often present, and the courts need to
deal with the perception of unfair
ness as well.
Judge Billings added that con
ducting a gender fairness program
only once usually proves insuffi
cient. It should be repeated or
incorporated into regular substan
tive programs. She also suggested
that men as well as women should
serve as faculty when dealing with
gender fairness issues.
Case problems stimulated small
group discussions of approaches to
gender fairness training and how to
deal with special interest groups
who advocate their particular point
of view. A panel presentation for
special interest groups to address
issues of concern to them is one
solution. A "Round Robin" or
"Crackerbarrel" session also pro
vides special interest groups an
opportunity to showcase their
concerns.
Helen Johnson, New York, and
Holly Hitchcock, Rhode Island,
briefly described how their states
have approached fairness training.

National Resources: A 90-minute
period set aside on the Tuesday
morning agenda provided an
opportunity for educators to visit
with representatives from national
providers to learn more about Sjl
funded projects and other sources
for support and enrichment of state
judicial education programs.
Prog ram Planning , 1991 and
Beyond: Maureen Connor, Illinois,

and the conference program com
mittee involved NASjE members in a
group process at the closing session
to define the purposes of the annual
conference and to suggest the
content and fonnat of the annual
conference. The session had two
goals:
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to obtain the infonnation
necessary to develop a confer
ence that will continue to meet
the professional development
of NASjE members; and

•

to develop the annual confer
ence so that it reflects the
mission of the association and
can stand as a model of excel
lence for judicial education
nationwide.

Results of this working session will
be reported in the winter issue of
NASjE News.
The conference adjourned and
members departed with the promise,
"See you in San Antonio." .

Hot Topics in Judicial Education
This lively session, which
offers brief reviews of new ideas
and judicial education innova
tions, continues to be one of the
most popular components of the
annual conference.
Rich Reaves, Georgia:
Reminded educators that a copy
of the Sjl-funded judicial writing
training program has been
provided to the states. He
reported that Georgia judges
respond to an optional early
morning start at 6 a.m. These
early-bird judges conduct
literature reviews or share book
reports in the period before the
scheduled program begins.
Scott Smith, Texas: Individu
ally customized certification
programs for mandatory con
tinuing judicial education are of
special value to longer-tenn
judges, who may choose stan
dard programs or have an
individual program approved.
One-day courses are offered on
registration day preceding three
day conference programs. Up to
30 courses are available on such
topics as personal communica
tion, public speaking, or man
agement. A different kind of
faculty is needed for these
programs, says Smith, who
recommended Toastmasters and
other resources for special
expertise in the subject area.
Ellen Marshall, Maryland:
Proposed a different approach to
traditional one-state/one-agency
programs. She suggested that a
cooperative effort that shares
resources and promotes commu
nications between jurisdictions
and government agencies
enriches the educational prod-

uct. Early support from the
chief justice to obtain commit
ment and budget support is
essential. Tips for interstate
planning:
Appoint a lead state judicial
educator;
Apportion responsibilities
among the participating
states;
Allow sufficient lead time; and
Assure regular communication
Marvin Haiken and James
Vesper, C alifornia: Reported
that CJER continues to
strengthen its publication of
benchbooks and bench guides.
CJER has an agreement with
California CLE to finance print
ing costs in return for the right
to sell the products to attorneys
and the general public. CJER
continues to explore additional
ways to get reviewers to react
and respond promptly, such as
technique notes or taped an
swers of review interviews.

professor who delineated civil
rights issues.
Johnson and Borrelli also
reported that New York's 2,300
local justices have very broad
jurisdiction. A resource center of
educational materials has been
established to assist the 1,800
nonlawyer justices to meet
certification requirements.
Virginia Leavitt, Colorado:
Judges enjoy a "Judicial Trivia
Bowl," where 16 teams compete
to the bonus round with the able
assistance of two Vanna Whites.
Questions are Colorado-specific,
dealing with legal and judicial
issues.
Sandy Ratcliff, American
Judicature Society, Chicago:
Judges instruct young lawyers
on proper behavior in three-hour
"Sidebar" programs held in 14
cities in 1989-90. Judges portray
their pet peeves and reenact
lawyer behavior. AJS will offer
the program in 18 cities in 199091.

Krista Johns, Mississippi:
Encouraged educators to tap
other resources to meet the
needs of upper-level job respon
sibilities and invited members to
attend the ACLEA conference in
Seattle.

Larry Stone, Ohio: Telecon
ferences for court referees are
held in ten cities for two hours
twice a month at a cost of $10
per person per program. A one
time cost of equipment at each
location is about $500.

Helen Johnson and Ed
Borrelli, New York: Described a
recent program and suggested
resources for DNA and other
scientific evidence. Panelists in
the New York program included
a trial judge who ruled in a
major case, an FBI agent who
described how evidence is
collected and handled, a labora
tory scientist who identified
specific problems, and a law

Contributed from the floor:
Look to local vocational/
technical schools and commu
nity colleges as a resource for
computer training before invest
ing large sums in establishing a
training center or purchasing
equipment. Community colleges
have an obligation to provide
services at minimal cost in the
same manner as land-grant
colleges.
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gatherings, as well as other cam
paign activities and endorsement or
opposition to "other candidates for
the same judicial office." Some will
be disappointed to see that candi
dates' committees may solicit
contributions and public support up
to one year before an election.
(Canon 5C(2).) In light of the
campaign disclosure rules in most
jurisdictions, the code's attempt to
insulate the candidate from knowl
edge of contributors' names has been
dropped. (Canon 5C(2).)
In another bow to new realities,
the code eliminates the reference to
cameras in the courtroom. The new
code also eliminates the quixotic
suggestion that judges should not
"pennit" family members to accept
gifts and substitutes a "more realistic
and enforceable standard" under
which the judge is· admonished to
"urge" family members to comply
with code provisions. (Canon
4D(3).) A similar provision applies
to family members' political activity.
(Canon 5A(3).)
These changes will undoubtedly
prompt many state supreme courts
to consider changes to individual
state codes in the coming months,
with an attendant need for educa
tional programs to consider the new
provisions. According to Professor

Court Review, American Judges
Associiltion, 300 NewpOttAv
enue, Williamsburg, VA 23187. 8798, Tel: (8Q4) 253-2000, $251
year (quarterly distribution).
Scholarly articles on topics of
inter�st to state .court judges.
R�nt Issue diseussed the .new
mode).c()de of judicial conduct
!Uld Ruts and bolt.s of being a
cl'ilh,inaltrialjudge. A good
S()urce for artic1es that are of
intereS!to limited jurisdiction
court judges.

Writing, Law Office Te.:hnolo,gy, ;£'
and Books.
Th� JUdges Journal, Judicial
Administration Division, Arnpii.
C!UI Bar Assopation, 750
Shore'

����:�����2�'��;7

�

trial,A clation ()fTrial U!w
yers of America, 1050 31st St.,
N,W.; Washington, DC 2000744991 Tel: (202) 965-3500, $481
yeat (Jl'IOnthly di�tribtition).
SCholaiIYilJ't:ides on il variety of
legal topics. Recentissue dis
c�sseq.CQmputer-integrate(i
.Col1r\TO()msand the Supreme
COI.ltfs rulings construing Federal
RUle. oiClvll Procedure 11.
$tr()l\gdepartments: Supreme
C6ur! �eview, Spealdng &

Jeffrey Shaman, coauthor of "The
1991 Code of Judicial Conduct: An
Overview," which appeared in the
June-July 1990 issue of Judicature,

the American Judicature Society in
Chicago (312-558-6900) stands ready
to provide state programs with
speakers on the new code. •

President's Column, continuedfrom page 2
I would be remiss if I did not
thank the State Justice Institute (Sll)
for making many of these projects
possible. Experimentations and
innovations in judicial education
require financial resources not
always available at the state level.
With Sll's leadership, assistance, and
concern, I am sure more can be done
to enhance the training and educa
tion of judges and support staff
throughout the United States.
When I joined NASIE in 1978, the
association was only three years old;
the late Jack Dillard, of Texas, was
president. Since then, NASIE has
been served by six outstanding
leaders: Paul Li, of California; Paul
Westphal, of Minnesota; Tony
Fisser, of Connecticut; Dennis
Catlin, of Michigan; Rich Reaves, of
Georgia; and Rita Stratton, of
Kentucky. We are fortunate that

five of our former presidents
continue to be active in the associa
tion.
During the next two years, I
would like to suggest three goals for
the association: 1) increased
membership and participation,
2) enhanced support and technical
assistance to state judicial education
programs, and 3) closer cooperation
between state and national judicial
education providers. Although
NASIE's membership has grown
tremendously in the last few years,
there are still a number of states that
do not participate in our organiza
tion. We should encourage the
professional staff responsible for
judicial education in these states to
take advantage of the information
and technical assistance available. I
would like to see greater sharing of
instructional materials and speak10

ers, more-frequent program visita
tions among judicial educators, and
technical assistance for all states that
need it. Finally, I believe there is a
role for both state and national
judicial education organizations and
that cooperation among providers
will best serve the interests of
judicial education. The efforts of Sll
to require a state and national mix
on certain projects and to widely
disseminate the products produced
are steps in the right direction. I
hope we can build on this relation
ship.
I look forward to working with all
of you during the next two years. I
welcome your ideas and suggestions
and hope you will feel free to call or
write. I will be asking many of you
for advice and assistance. •
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Jerry K. Beatty
T

he new NASjE
president likes to run,
rain or shine, three times
per week, a vigorous five
miles. Trim, in fact
maintaining a healthy
similarity to his college
weight, the youthful 48year-old approaches the
NASjE presidency well
prepared by temperament,
experience, and the Iowa
milieu to manage the task
at hand.
Jerry K. Beatty is a
veteran judicial educator.
After earning a Ph.D. from
the University of Iowa in
political science, he
assumed judicial educa
tion responsibilities in
1973. Working initially in
traffic court administra
tion and magistrate judge
training, Jerry has contin. ued his judicial education
responsibilities for 17
years, adding and modify
ing responsibilities along
the way. Officially titled
the executive director of
judicial education and
planning, Jerry Beatty can
justifiably claim longevity
and experience equaled by
few in the field.
Solid, reliable, Jerry
Beatty is a worthy repre
sentative of Iowa. Bor
dered on the east by the
Mississippi River, the
gently rolling plains of
this fertile agricultural
state testify to the Indian
meaning of the word
Iowa, that it is a "beautiful
land." Iowa is famous for
other things as well. The
Hawkeye State consis
tently is at or near the top
in resident literacy. Every
four years the presidential
caucuses focus attention
on the state. Herbert
Hoover was a proud

native son, and Meredith
Wilson gave tribute with
76 trombones to his home
state in The Music Man.
Iowa is where Jerry
Beatty was born. Raised
at the edge of Shellsburg,
a community of 700 some
18 miles from Cedar
Rapids on the eastern side
of the state, Jerry was born
the second of four siblings
to parents who were
active in their community.
Jerry's parents owned the
grain elevator, lumber
yard, and a small farm,
where Jerry had the
opportunity to milk a cow
daily. As a 4-H member,
he raised pigs and entered
them competitively in the
county fair. In this most
prolific com state, Jerry
continues to enjoy garden
ing as a creative pursuit.
After graduating from
high school in a class of
18, Jerry matriculated at
Cornell College. The Iowa
Cornell is adually older
than the perhaps better
known Cornell located in
New York.
Jerry next received his
master's degree from
Northern Illinois Univer
sity, followed by a fellow
ship from the Ford
Foundation's National
Center for Education in
Politics. Through that
fellowship, Jerry served as
a staff assistant to Gover
nor John King in New
Hampshire, where for the
first and last time he snow
skied.
During and after Jerry's
education, he distin
guished himself with
several awards. In high
school, he served as a
page at the 1956 Demo
cratic Convention in

Chicago, where Adlai
Stevenson was nominated
for the second time. Later,
Jerry was selected for
several internships,
including one as assistant
to Iowa Chief Justice
Theodore Garfield in
1968-69. In 1973 and 1982
he was a finalist in the
Judicial Fellows Program
for the United States
Supreme Court. Jerry
graduated from the
Institute for Court Man
agement Court Executive
Development Program in
1977.
AI though he protests
that he is not a proficient
dancer, he met his spouse,
Linda, at a ballroom in
Cedar Rapids. Linda is
now seeking her fourth
term as an Iowa state
representative.
Jerry and Linda have
two children. Ted, 19, is a
sophomore at Carnegie
Mellon University in
Pittsburgh, where he is
studying mechanical
engineering by means of a
U.S. Navy scholarship. As
a good Navy prospect,
Ted is also a member of
the swim team there. The
youngest Beatty, Eliza
beth, is a high school
senior exploring college
possibilities.
How did Jerry enter
judicial education?
Teaching at Northern
Illinois University, the
University of Iowa,
Simpson College, and
Drake University all
prepared him for the task.
His association with the
state supreme court
provided further entree.
Jerry's doctoral disserta
tion was entitled "An
Institutional and Behav11

ioral Analysis of the Iowa
Supreme Court, 19651969."
In the state court
administrator's office,
Jerry and a secretary
provide judicial educa
tion. He quickly points
out that numerous
committees provide input
and advice on program
and curriculum develop
ment. Jerry's continuing
education and training
responsibilities in the
unified Iowa court system
extend to some 800
persons. In addition,
Jerry conducts surveys,
collects and analyzes
judicial statistics, edits the
department's quarterly
newspaper, provides
information to interested
parties, prepares other
court publications, and
performs sundry other
duties. He also finds time
to develop court manuals
and write articles on the
Iowa court system.
continued on page 12

Profile, continuedfrom page 11
development of jUdges. He is
proud, too, that Iowa was the
second state to formally mandate
continuing education of judges and
attorneys. He enjoys knowing and
appreciates working with every
judge in Iowa.
Songs from The Music Man serve
as a leitmotif for Jerry's endeavors

Over the years in NASJE, Jerry has
made quiet and responsible contri
butions. He has served in various
offices, in many capacities, and on
numerous committees.
Reflecting on his judicial educa
tion experience, Jerry is proud that
education is now considered essen
tial for the continued growth and

--- .

. .

as NASJE president. With his "Wells
Fargo Wagon," Jerry conveys
support for the nation's judicial
education effort. Particularly
appropriate is "but you got to know
the territory!" And Jerry Beatty
does. •

---

Rita made severall'rtsentations of tlppuciano". Pictured here are, left to right, Ellen Marshall (MD), Roy Rawls (TX), Marilyn Nejelski
(Women Judges' Fund for Ju.stice), and Ed Bo"elli (Conference Host, Northeast Regional Director, bon vivant).
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